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Have Rates Finally Turned a Corner?

Mortgage rates fell again today, bringing them even deeper into their best levels in over a
month, but caveats abound.  First off.  They're still quite high in the bigger picture.  Moreover,
much of the recent drop was arguably made possible by an equally abrupt spike that began in
the last week of April.  In other words, if we could just hit the dump button on the last 4 days,
rates would be flat at long-term highs.

To be fair, we can still say that rates are flat at long term highs, but only after the solid
performance seen in the past week.  

What really matters here is that this is the first time in 2022 where we have legitimately been
able to entertain that rates have shifted gears from "skyrocketing" to "sideways."  Please
understand, the ability to entertain such things is no guarantee of their continuance, nor does
it mean there won't be days that would lead us to second guess the conclusion.  Ultimately,
the staying power of the current ceiling will be determined by incoming data (primarily,
inflation data), and it will take a few months to assess Ukraine-related commodity price
shocks.

All that having been said, it's a welcome change while it lasts. Bottom line, while we can't
conclusively know if rates have turned the big corner, the fact that we're even able to ponder "maybe" is a victory.
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